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Routing TCP/IP Volume I (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 1998
CCIE Professional Development: Routing  TCP/IP, Volume 1 takes you from a basic understanding of routers and  routing protocols through a detailed examination of each of the IP interior  routing protocols: RIP, RIP2, IGRP, EIGRP, OSPF, and IS-IS. In addition to  specific protocols, important...
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Neural Networks: A Comprehensive Foundation (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1998

	For graduate-level neural network courses offered in the departments of Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Computer Science. Renowned for its thoroughness and readability, this well-organized and completely up-to-date text remains the most comprehensive treatment of neural networks from an engineering perspective. Thoroughly...
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Probabilistic Methods for Algorithmic Discrete Mathematics (Algorithms and Combinatorics)Springer, 1998
The book gives an accessible account of modern probabilistic methods for analyzing combinatorial structures and algorithms. It will be an useful guide for graduate students and researchers.
Special features included: a simple treatment of Talagrand's inequalities and their applications; an overview and many carefully worked out examples of the...
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Queueing Networks and Markov Chains : Modeling and Performance Evaluation With Computer Science ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998

	The first book to address computer performance evaluation from the perspective of queueing theory and Markov chains.

	

	Queueing Networks and Markov Chains provides comprehensive coverage of the theory and application of computer performance evaluation based on queueing networks and Markov chains. Progressing from basic concepts...
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VB and VBA in a Nutshell: The LanguagesO'Reilly, 1998
VB & VBA in a Nutshell: The Languages documents the latest version of the world's bestselling rapid application development environment. Paul Lomax's explanation of the language comes in two main parts.
 First, Lomax explains the structure and syntax of Visual Basic (VB) and Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programs. He details...
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Perl CookbookO'Reilly, 1998
We tried hard to make this book useful for both random and sequential access. Each recipe is
self-contained, but has a list of references at the end should you need further information on the topic.
We've tried to put the simpler, more common recipes toward the front of each chapter and the simpler
chapters toward the front of the...
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Building an Optimizing CompilerDigital Press, 1998
This book describes one design for the optimization and code-generation  phases of such a compiler. Many compiler books are available for describing the  analysis of programming languages. They emphasize the processes of lexical  analysis, parsing, and semantic analysis. Several books are also available for  describing compilation processes for...
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Numerical Methods Using MATLAB (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1998

	This introduction to numerical analysis shows how the mathematics of calculus and linear algebra are implemented in computer algorithms. It develops a deep understanding of why numerical methods work and exactly what their limitations are....
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Algorithms for VLSI Design AutomationJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998

	Modern microprocessors such as Intel's Pentium chip typically contain millions of transitors. Known generically as Very Large-Scale Integrated (VLSI) systems, the chips have a scale and complexity that has necessitated the development of CAD tools to automate their design. This book focuses on the algorithms which are the building blocks of...
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Special Edition Using Visual C++ 6Que, 1998

	
		Special Edition Using Visual C++ 6 focuses on making you productive with Visual C++ as quickly as possible. Because of its straightforward approach, this book is able to progress into more advanced topics such as database capabilities, creating ActiveX controls and documents, and enterprise features. Coverage includes all the new...
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Sams Teach Yourself Delphi 4 in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1998
This title brings the popular three-week tutorial format to aspiring Delphi 4 programmers, combining plenty of hands-on knowledge of the most essential features of Delphi 4, including its strong database capabilities. This book is a good choice for the beginner or intermediate programmer who wants to get a solid foundation in Delphi 4 development...
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Principles of Surgery, Companion HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1998
This handbook has resulted from the need of students and house officers to be  able to carry a book with them for easy reference when there is limited access  to the companion textbook. This portable handbook is not meant to supersede the  textbook and should be used in conjunction with the seventh edition of  Principles of Surgery. The...
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